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The Nalytics SmartRoom Connector enables users to undertake, even the most
challenging, information search and discovery tasks across their SmartRoom
data.
This intuitive connector integrates Nalytics’ unique search,
discovery and analysis platform with SmartRoom’s nextgeneration virtual data room. Users follow a simple step-bystep process, to authenticate to their existing SmartRoom
account and choose the data they want to work with.
Nalytics creates a data set that can then be accessed by the
full range of search, discovery and analysis capabilities
available within the Nalytics platform.

Nalytics search reaches way beyond document names and
metadata. Due to the unique and innovative way it indexes
data, Nalytics facilitates control over the level of precision
with which you search - from finding only results in which
the search terms are contained within the same sentence or
paragraph, to returning any document in which all of the
search terms occur.

document summarisation and more – significantly reducing
the time involved in related activities such as due diligence.

With a range of capabilities supporting the fast and
accurate review of contractual data, Nalytics offers a better
way to analyse contracts.
Nalytics can identify key
contractual obligations as well as highlight key values and
entities across your data (such as currencies, durations,
people, organisations and so on), enabling you to quickly
understand the salient points within contracts. Nalytics
recognises many values out-of-the-box and can be easily
configured to automatically identify and extract userdefined values specific to your organisation, such as clients,
tenants, and projects.

The search and discovery aspects of Nalytics are enhanced
by Artificial Intelligence (AI). Nalytics offers a range of
intuitive AI capabilities to automate routine tasks and
processes such as document comparison, contract review,
next-generation virtual data room designed to deliver greater
efficiency and bank-grade security for file sharing and
collaboration during strategic transactions.
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